CEED'S COLORING BOOK

COLORING PAGES + ACTIVITIES!

Designed and illustrated by: Eh Soe Dwe
CEED develops popular education materials that positions communities to share stories and experiences that address injustice and advance advocacy and liberation. CEED’s curriculum is organized by series. Our existing curriculum includes the Pollution Series, Energy Series, Climate Series, Nature Series, and Environmental Intersectionality Series. Each contains various educational materials related to the series’ theme; materials may include facilitation guides, outlining an entire lesson plan for a workshop, or supplemental educational resources, such as an infographic, a zine, or a coloring book.

CEED's Coloring Book is a part of our Climate Series, and aims to convey climate resilience through imagery inspired by real-life practices by local communities. As you partake in the activities of this coloring book, please be mindful of your environment and take the time to acknowledge the land you stand on.
I SPY...

[go outside and look for:]

- Dandelion
- Squirrel
- Bumble bee
- Mushroom
- Worm
- Puddle
GO FORAGING!
Make your way through the maze
What goes in what?

Color the recycle items blue, the trash items orange, and the compost items green.

- Magazine
- Chip bag
- Apple
- Spoon/fork
- Sticks
- Glass jar
- Pizza box
- Milk carton
- Plastic bag
- Plastic straws
- Tea bag

Answer key on page 23.
Fruits

[How many can you name?]
Draw your own garden

Fill in the shapes with what you want in your garden! (flowers, veggies, fruits, and more!)
I SPY...

[go outside and look for:]

- Red cardinal
- Butterfly
- Flower garden
- Oak tree
- Cloud shaped like an animal
- Pine cone
Draw your own Emergency kit

Draw the things you will need in the event of a weather emergency.
BUGS!

[how many can you name?]
WORD FIND
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answer key on page 25
“Knowing that you love the earth changes you, activates you to defend and protect and celebrate. But when you feel that the earth loves you in return, that feeling transforms the relationship from a one-way street into a sacred bond.”

- Robin Wall Kimmerer
Page 9: FRUITS

1. Strawberries  6. Grapes
2. Pomegranate  7. Orange
3. Apple        8. Pear
4. Lemon        9. Banana
5. Watermelon   10. Cherries

Page 19: BUGS

2. Bee        7. Spruce bug
3. Ant        8. Ladybug
5. Dragonfly  10. Beetle